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I message from the dean I 
Dear alumnus, 
Alumni Homecoming Weekend, April 5-7, 2002, is history. The high-
light was the return to campus of old friends and to hear how their lives 
have gone and to swap stories about how things used to be when they were 
students. What interesting stories we heard. 
Sabbath evening vespers, which featured the honor classes of 1952, 
1962, 1977, and 1992 was coordinated by Zelne Zamora, a faculty member 
and alumna. We even had a member of the class of 1932 in attendance. Our 
School of Nursing has been privileged to be involved in the education of a 
farsighted and creative group of nurses who have made impressive contribu-
tions to the lives of their communities and churches. 
Our country is still in the midst of a major nursing shortage. We need all of you to be out recruiting the best 
and the brightest-for us and for the whole nursing profession. Best of all, send us your children and grandchildren. 
Nursing is a worthwhile and honorable profession that requires well-educated people who are willing to dedicate their 
lives to Christian service as you have. 
May our Lord continue to bless all of you. We are proud of you and your accomplishments. We are grateful for 
your support and interest. 
Sine rely, 
.5J~~1f;-
Helen Emori King, PhD, RN 
Dean, School of Nursing 
I NURSE receives award I 
Loma Linda NURSE magazine recently won two awards for design in local and national competitions. 
Dustin Jones, special projects editor, office of University relations, received the Capella Award from the 
Public Relations Society of America-California Inland Empire Chapter at the chapter's annual meeting, 
held April 1 7. 
Mr. Jones also r ceived an Award of Distinction in the Communicator Awards 2002 Print Media comp -
tition for his work on Loma Linda NURSE, fall, 2001, issue. There were 3,660 entries from throughout 
the Unit d States and several foreign countries in the competition. 
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I news I 
AACN recognizes School of 
Nursing for enrollment increase 
T he School of Nursing was rec-ognized in a recent story 
written by the American 
Association of Colleges of Nursing 
(AACN), Washington, D.C., as 
being one of the few schools in the 
nation to demonstrate a signifi-
cant improvement in enrollment. 
The story featured the results 
of an annual survey released 
December 20, 2001, by the 
AACN, which showed that enroll-
ments in entry-level baccalaure-
ate programs in nursing increased 
in fall , 2001 , ending a six-year 
period of decline. 
Undergraduate enrollments at 
the School of Nursing surg d by 18 
percent this year, due in part to a 
vigorous recruitment campaign 
and a federally funded outreach 
project targeted at underrepre-
sented groups in nursing. 
"Like many private schools, we 
still have excess capacity in our 
nursing program," says Helen E. 
King, PhD, RN, dean of the school. 
I 4 I 
"To continue expanding our 
nursing program, we need more 
scholarships and grants to reduce 
the cost of a nursing education 
and make it more affordable for 
students." 
According to the results of the 
survey, this increase comes at a 
time when the ne d for nurses 
with baccalaureate and graduate 
degrees is expanding in the 
United States health-care system. 
Though this increase ends a 
downward trend, the number of 
students in the educational 
pipeline is still insufficient to 
meet the projected demand for 
one million new nurses over the 
next 10 years. 
The AACN findings are based 
on responses from a total of 548 
(80.8 percent) of the nation's 
nursing schools with bachelor's 
and graduate degree programs 
that were surveyed in fall, 2001. 
Data show that nursing school 
enrollments are up in all regions 
of the United States, with the 
greatest increase realized in the 
South with a 4 percent rise in 
enrollments in entry-level bac-
calaureate programs. Other 
regions reported the following 
increases from fall, 2000, to fall , 
2001: North Atlantic schools 
were up by 3.5 percent; Midwest 
schools were up by 3.5 percent; 
and schools in the West were up 
by 3.4 percent. LLU's School of 
Nursing rose by 18 percent. 
The nation's emerging nursing 
shortage has underscored the 
need for schools to amplify their 
student recruitment efforts. The 
central administration at many 
institutions recognized the need 
to expand nursing programs this 
year in light of the nursing 
shortage. 
Schools of nursing have also 
redirected their marketing 
efforts to include partnering with 
local school systems, advocating 
for legislative support for nursing 
education, launching aggressive 
marketing campaigns, and seek-
ing out new ways to expand 
diversity in nursing programs. 
Though enrollments are up at 
the majority of nursing schools 
this year, more than a third of 
schools with baccalaureate or 
higher degrees in nursing have 
reported no change or declines 
in student enrollments. The 
incremental increase in this 
year's student population is not 
significant enough to satisfy the 
health-care workforce needs in 
the years to come. 
According to the November, 
2001, Monthly Labor Review 
released by the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, one million 
new nurses will be needed by 
the year 2010. Surveys and 
studies conducted by the 
General Accounting Office, 
American Hospital Association, 
health-care consulting groups, 
and academic researchers 
confirm that a new nursing 
shortage is impacting the 
delivery of health care in the 
United States. 
The hortage is expected to 
intensify over the next decade 
as baby boomers age and a large 
percentage of the current nurs-
ing workforce retires. 
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School of Nursing professor 
supports mission overseas 
A person traveling to Indonesia, Korea, the 
Philippines, and the People's 
Republic of China in one 
lifetime could be considered 
well-travelled. Dolores J. Wright, 
DNSc, RN, associate professor, 
LLUSN, did it in one summer-
all in support of international 
nursing. 
From June 26 to 29, Dr. 
Wright spoke at the seventh 
annual Qualitative Health 
Research Conference held at 
Ewha Women's University, Seoul, 
South Korea. 
Ewha was the first institution 
of formal education for women in 
Korea and is the largest women's 
w1iversity in the world. The 
international conference repre-
sented people from multi-
disciplines. 
"It was a great conference," 
says Dr. Wright. "I felt privileged 
to be asked to present there." 
Dr. Wright presented her 
paper titled "I~ ocused ethnogra-
phy of hospice nurses in a 
community-based hospice 
agency." 
Portions of that paper were 
printed in the January, 2001, 
issue of Cancer Nursing. 
Following her trip to Korea, 
Dr. Wright headed to Sir Rw1 
Run Shaw Hospital, Hangzhou, 
People's Republic of hina. 
Once there, Dr. Wright made 
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Dolores.!. Wright, DNSc, RN, associate prqf'essor, LLUSN, derrwnstrates honie-
health nursing care to nursing administrators at Sir Run Run Shaw llospital. 
home visits with nurses where 
she guided, critiqued, and helped 
standardize care. 
Working with nursing adminis-
tration there, Dr. Wright helped 
develop a nursing care plan which 
requires some baseline data. This 
helps nurses make sure important 
infom1ation is gathered. 
"Much of what was necessary 
was education in home-health 
care," adds Dr. Wright. 
To support nursing education 
at Sir Run Run Shaw, Dr. Wright 
held grand rounds, an inservice 
for nursing, and management in 
nursing meetings, which she both 
attend d and participated in. 
"This is a brand new area for 
Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital," 
states Dr. Wright. "We did a lot of 
one-on-one to help build experi-
ence and knowledge in this area." 
Serving as an overseas consult-
ant, Dr. Wright provided a lot of 
one-on-one education with nurse 
managers and ome of the atten-
dees and other chief physicians to 
discuss home care, who could 
benefit, and how referral would 
happen. 
During the mont11 of August, 
Dr. Wright served as part of an 
accreditation team for the 
General Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists. 
Dr. Wright visited the schools 
of nursing at Adventist University 
of the Philippines, Manila; 
Indonesian Adventist University, 
Bandung, Indonesia, where she 
spoke for the capping ceremony; 
and Mountain View College, 
Buludnon, Philippines. 
"Many educators there feel 
committed to educating nurses," 
adds Dr. Wright. "I find that very 
impressive." 
I news I 
LLUSN professor receives 
Teacher of the Year Award 
M ichael R. Burton, MSN, RN, assistant professor of 
nursing, was recently presented 
with the School of Nursing 
Teacher of the Year Award for 
the 2000-2001 school year. 
He was selected for the award 
by students and faculty, and pre-
sented with it at the year-end fac-
ulty meeting. 
"I try to give the students the 
gift of time," responds Mr. Burton. 
"If they are struggling, I give them 
the time they need to succeed." 
He is very open about how 
much he likes what he does, the 
students he interacts with, and 
his areas of interest. 
"Keeping my instruction topics 
alive using examples of things I 
have experienced helps to keep 
my students interested," says Mr. 
Burton. 
Michael R. Burton, MSN, RN 
While in class, he is very cog-
nizant of demonstrating and 
teaching respect in the hopes that 
his efforts may be reflected in his 
students' care of patients. 
"I believe showing students my 
highest regard helps to support 
our mission at Loma Linda," adds 
Mr. Burton, referring to Loma 
Linda University's mission "to 
make man whole." 
Mr. Burton served as a pastor 
for Seventh-day Adventist 
churches in Wyoming, Missouri, 
and Colorado from 1968 to 1982. 
In 1984, he returned to school 
and received his BSN. 
In 1991, Mr. Burton received 
his MSN from the University of 
Kansas, Lawrence. 
He has been an instructor in 
theory and clinical psychiatric 
nursing at the School of Nursing 
since 1993, and since 1997 he has 
been a part-time registered nurse 
at Loma Linda University 
Behavioral Medicine Center. 
The Teacher of the Year Award, 
formerly the Zapara Award, has 
been given annually by Loma 
Linda University's School of 
Nursing since 1992. 
Global Partnerships in Nursing begins year III 
T he University of East Africa, Kenya, and Waldfriede 
Adventist Hospital (WAH), 
Germany, each hosted a semi-
nar/workshop in September, 
2001, as part of the third year of 
the LLU Global Partnership plan, 
which is sponsored by the Ralph 
and Carolyn Thompson 
Charitable Foundation. 
I 6 I 
Patricia S. Jones, PhD, RN, 
FAAN, professor and director of 
international nursing, and Patricia 
Pothier, PhD, RN, assistant profes-
sor, facilitated the workshops 
which explored culturally related 
issues of nursing and health care. 
Professionals from Kenya, 
Ethiopia, and Uganda traveled to 
the University of East Africa to 
attend tl1e seminar. The work-
shop at WAii met with similar 
success as professionals from 
Germany and Switzerland gath-
ered to discuss relevant health-
care issues. 
Based on these preliminary 
seminars, an international confer-
ence, Global Partnerships in 
Nursing for Wholistic Nursing 
Care, is scheduled for July 29 to 
August 1. 
The conference will be held at 
Kempton Park, just outside of 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Professionals from North America 
are invited to attend. Anyone 
interested may call (909) 558-
7122 for additional information. 
/,oma Unda Nl!RSR 
I news I 
School of Nursing holds annual 
spiritual retreat at Camp Metoche 
T he School of Nursing held its annual spiritual retreat 
this year at Camp Metoche, 
October 19 through 21. 
Camp Metoche, which means 
"partners with the Lord" in 
Hebrew, is located in Angelus 
Oaks, California. The camp pro-
vided the meals for the group. 
"Our setting was really beau-
tiful, on an isolated spot in the 
mountains," says Bernadine 
Irwin, PhD, profes or of nursing. 
The theme for this year's 
retreat was meeting God in the 
mountains. 
Friday evening, the group 
joined together to share per-
sonal experiences. Helen King, 
PhD, RN, dean of the School of 
Nursing, shared her path to 
Christianity and how she had 
become involved in education. 
Nursing student Sarah 
Garcia Chavez also told a per-
sonal story about a trip to 
Mexico she had recently taken 
and how she had been led to 
nursing. 
"We had students get up and 
tell how the Lord has moved 
them in their lives," says Zeln 
Zamora, MSN, RN, instructor of 
nursing. 
Jonathan Henders n , pastor 
for y ung adult and campus 
ministries, ampus Ilill 
hurch, was on hand to give a 
special Friday evenin message. 
IAmlfl Linda Vl 'R.\h 
Jennifer Anderson (thircl.from lc;ft) and Jan Nick (fourth.from left), PhD, Rl\', 
assistant µrofcssm; lead out in Sabbath momin~ son~ service. KimfJerly };()/lett 
(left) (lnd Elizabeth .Johnston 1lLy/01~ PhD, RN, ussist(l1lt prqf'essm~ pro·vide 
uccompcmimenc on the.flute, while Ke-vin Nick plays the ~uiwr. 
"Pastor Henderson's m ssage 
was really inspiring," says Ms. 
Zamora. "I felt it was very appro-
priate for the atmosphere that 
we were in. " 
Twenty-five students and 
thr e faculty members-Ms. 
Zamora; !fatty Joy French, PhD, 
RN, associate professor of nurs-
ing· and Ellen D'Errico, MS, RN, 
assistant professor of nursing-
spent the night at amp 
Metoche. 
Several other students and 
faculty members were present 
for the Friday night services and 
Sabbath activities. 
M re than 50 people, includ-
ing more than 12 faculty mem-
bers , arrived for the Sabbath 
morning services the next day. 
abbath morning featured a 
message from Pastor Henderson 
and a song service complete with 
flutes and guitar. 
School of Nursing student 
Stephanie Barr gave a mission 
story and told of her life 
experiences. 
"Spending time with students, 
and getting to lmow them one-
on-one is certainly a highlight for 
me on these retreats," relays Dr. 
Irwin. 
The re t of abbath afternoon 
was filled with nature walks and 
bird watching. To close the 
Sabbath, a devotional was led by 
Dr. Irwin and Ms. Zamora. 
"I only wish more students 
had gone," says Ms. Zamora. 
"Those students that participated 
in the retreat were tmly blessed 
and enjoyed themselves. " 
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I news I 
LLUSN professor and students 
provide retreat for troubled youths 
I t began with a tragedy. Jessica Salazar, a young girl who had 
just turned 14, was murdered in 
nearby Colton. 
She liked to write and had 
plans to go to college. 
She once wrote, "Everyone is 
killing each other, not knowing all 
the pain and hurt they are going 
to mal{e or all the souls they are 
going to take, just to prove they 
are tough. I don't know about 
you, but I have had enough. They 
are taking innocent lives. It could 
be your brothers, sisters, wives, or 
maybe even you." She wanted to 
work with at-risk youths. 
On Friday night, February 11, 
2000, Jessica and some friends 
had been to a party and were 
A teL'1Ulf},erfrom the fouth .hLBtice 
Center participates in the ropes 
course pro~ram on Catalina Jslmul. 
I H I 
walking home when a van of 
alleged gang members stopped 
and began to fight with Mike, one 
of Jessica's friends . 
Mike tried to run, but the gang 
caught up with him. He fell to the 
ground, and they proceeded to 
kick him. One of the gang mem-
bers pulled a gun and shot Mike 
three times, killing him. 
The gang next went for 
Jessica's other friend, but Jessica 
stepped between them and her 
friend and said, "He's not in a 
gang. Please let him go." As she 
was doing this, her friend got 
away, but after having done so he 
realized that Jessica was not with 
him. 
The next morning, Jessica's 
body was found near a landfill. 
She had been shot in the back of 
the head, execution-style. 
Six months earlier, Jessica had 
met Bernadine Irwin, PhD, RN, 
associate professor, who was 
working as a counselor at the 
Youth Justice Center in San 
Bernardino. The center provides 
schooling and counseling for juve-
niles on probation. 
Dr. Irwin was deeply affected 
by Jessica's death. 
"I recognized how much 
Jessica had to give, and what she 
could achieve with the talents she 
had ," notes Dr. Irwin. 
"Because of what happened to 
Jessica, I became in touch with 
the fact that I really loved these 
kids and more needed to be done 
for them." 
She wanted to offer a spiritual 
program to the youth at the cen-
ter. In addition to that, she 
wanted to document the changes 
that the youth went through dur-
ing the classes. 
Based on this tragedy, Dr. Irwin 
wrote a book, For the Love of 
Jessica: the story of gang ki,ds 
guided from tragedy to triumph 
(Millennia Publishing Company). 
Following her book, Dr. Irwin 
dreamed of organizing an outlet 
for troubled youth to receive heal-
ing from their past. 
It wasn't until Brent Martini, 
president of AmerisourceBergen 
Drug Company, read her book 
and decided to help that Dr. 
Irwin's dream becan1e a reality. 
Mr. Martini wanted to assist 
gang members and potential gang 
members in overcoming their 
challenges and healing their trou-
bled past. Through his generosity, 
he funded "Operation Jessica." 
Operation Jessica is designed 
to be a transformational, spiritual 
experience within the framework 
of nature for at-risk youth. The 
program, named in memory of 
Jessica Salazar, invites disturbed 
teens to nature retreats where 
they can be free from the con-
straints of the past and empow-
ered to move above and beyond 
Loma Unda NURSR 
as they develop new possibilities 
for themselves. 
The first Operation Jessica 
program was held last fall in a 
private cove on Catalina Island. 
Fifteen at-risk youth, ages 14 to 
17, from the Youth Justice 
Center and from Knotts group 
home for teen moms, San 
Bernardino, were chosen for the 
first Operation Jessica. 
"These are at-risk youth," 
says Dr. Irwin. "Often they are 
the victims of serious and violent 
crimes. It just reaffirms to me 
that we need to help them." 
One of the youths had been a 
boyfriend of Jessica's; several 
others had been schoolmates of 
hers. 
Operation Jessica is 
supported by the School of 
Nursing, and students are given 
the opportunity to assist Dr. 
Irwin with the retreat programs. 
Ten LLUSN students attended 
the first Operation Jessica retreat 
on Catalina. Rachelle Bennie, an 
occupational therapist at a 
nearby youth home; Lindy 
Renck, a master of occupational 
therapy student; and Jonathan 
Henderson, pastor for young 
adult and campus ministries, 
Campus Hill Church, also 
attended. 
The group stayed at the 
Catalina Environmental 
Leadership Program for five days, 
Loma Linda NURSE 
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The counselors from the.first Operation Jessica posejbr a picture. Thcy include 
(back ro·w, from left) Amber Rasmussen, Erin Anderson, David Ayala, Marc.: 
Chavez, Julie Hunter, Laila b~heim, and Wendy IIenderson; (middle row, from 
left) Bernadine Irwin, Rachelle Bennie, an unident{fi.ed Catalina Island stqtf' 
member, Kimberly Follett, wul, Kathy Do; (front ro'lt', .from left) 1\lvin Rosete, 
Li1u(y Rcnck, Elise Snyder, and .Jonathan Ilenderson. 
kayaking, snorkeling, hiking, and 
participating in rope courses. 
"It was amazing," insists Dr. 
Irwin. "Some of these kids had 
never seen the ocean before." 
The LLUSN students each led 
out in "Above and Beyond" ses-
sions, which taught the young 
people how to move beyond the 
wounds of the past, and how to 
develop goals and plans for the 
future to be different. 
In addition, each School of 
Nursing student mentored a 
youth. 
"We wouldn't have seen the 
kind of transformation we did if it 
didn't involve some kind of spiri-
tual healing," Dr. Irwin says. 
Evenings of the retreat began 
with a song service. At first, not 
one youth sang with them. 
However, by the third day, not 
only was everyone singing, the 
youth were requesting favorite 
songs of their own and even lead-
ing out in song service. 
Each young person received a 
trophy and a copy of Dr. Irwin's 
book during the retreat to cele-
brate a new beginning. 
During the final meeting, Dr. 
Irwin invited the youth to accept 
a personal friendship with God. 
Amazingly, all but one of them 
raised their hands. 
"The whole experience has 
deepened my love for these kids, 
as well as my commitment to 
them," says Dr. Irwin. 
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I news I 
School of Nursing students display 
community health nursing posters 
D uring a class held Wednesday, December 5, 
School of Nursing students pre-
sented posters they had prepared 
as part of their community and 
public health nursing course. The 
course is taken as part of their 
senior year of the bachelor of sci-
ence in nursing program. 
Students in the course got 
together in groups and developed 
clinical lab sites at Mary's Table, 
San Bernardino; Pacific High 
School, Cal-SAFE class, San 
Bernardino; Kuiper Youth Center, 
San Bernardino; Regional Youth 
Justice Center, San Bernardino; 
Linda Valley Villa, Loma Linda; 
and ACTS/Parish Nursing, Loma 
Linda, to answer health-related 
questions, and help others under-
stand various health conditions 
and communicable diseases. 
This quarter, the community 
health nursing students partici-
pated in community assessment 
projects through their clinical lab 
sites. Each group of students 
organized a nursing intervention 
to meet a specific need of the 
group's identified population. 
Ellen D'Errico, MS, RN, assis-
tant professor of nursing; Eva 
Miller, MS, RN, associate professor 
of nursing; Pc1my Miller, PhD, RN, 
associate professor of nursing; and 
Dolores Wright, DNSc, RN, associ-
ate professor of nursing and lead 
teacher for the class, served as 
I IO I 
(From l~ft) Julie Fisher; David 1\yala, ancl Erin Anderson worhed with senior 
citizens at Linda Valley Villa, Loma Linda. The focus qf' the interaction was 
canc:er education and awareness. 
evaluators of the posters. 
Posters were graded on size, 
legibility, professionalism, quality 
of illustrations, use of color, and 
subject. 
Other faculty members 
throughout the School were 
invited to view the presentations 
and comment on them. 
"It was very positive-the stu-
dents enjoyed it," says Dr. Wright. 
"This course offered the stu-
dents an opportunity to experi-
ence what it would be like to 
present a poster at a nursing 
conference." 
I faculty notes I 
• Elizabeth Johnston Taylor, PhD, RN, associate professor, pre-
sented "Spiritual care for spiritual needs: client and nurse perspectives" 
as the keynote address for the "Spirituality and Healthcare: Exploring the 
Domains" conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in November. 
• Betty Winslow, PhD, RN, associate professor, presented a research 
project, titled "Formal serve use and duration of caregiving in wives' care 
for husbands with dementia." Dr. Winslow's co-authors were Patrick Fox, 
PhD, University of California, San Francisco, and Pramil Singh, DrPII, 
School of Public Health. The research was presented November 18 at the 
Atmual Scientific Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America in 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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I mentoring program I 
Help secure nursing's 
future by being a mentor 
What can we do about the 
nursing crisis? We can "groom 
our successors." How? You can 
become an alumni mentor. 
The model for this mentor 
program is informal and friendly. 
The average mentoring relation-
ship lasts one academic year, but 
can be extended if mutually 
agreed. Contact can consist of 
face-to-face meetings, e-mails, 
telephone calls, letters/cards, 
and/or periodic lunch meetings 
(if you live locally). With e-mail, 
you can live anywhere and still 
be a mentor. Most of the stu-
dents surveyed said that they 
would generally like once-a-
month contact. We need to nur-
ture the best and brightest to 
join and stay in nursing. If you 
are enthusiastic about nursing 
and want to share your pride in 
the nursing profession, sign up 
today to become an alumni 
mentor! 
Send by mail to: 
Loma Linda University School 
of Nursing Alumni Association 
11262 Campus Street 
Loma Linda, CA 92354 
or 
Fax to Alumni Association: 
Fax# (909) 558-4134 
Attn: Alumni secretary 
lmna U11da N l!RSE 
CitY--------- State ------ Zip -----
Phone -----------------------------
E-mail address --------------------------
Best time of day to reach me ---------------------
Area(s) of practice ------------------------
Years of nursing experience ___ Year(s) graduated from LLU __ _ 
Professional memberships/contacts ----------------
Pastimes, hobbies, community service --------------
Other information you want your mentee to know about you -----
What you would like to know about your mentee -----------
I II I 
oma Linda University's School 
of Nursing and Loma Linda 
University Medical Center are 
not only close in proximity, but 
are also close in the bond they 
share in educating tomorrow's 
nurses. Loma Linda University 
Medical Center (LLUMC) pro-
vides an important platform for 
practical nursing experience, and 
Loma Linda School of Nursing 
(LLUSN) supplies a pool of the 
best and brightest for the poten-
tial nursing workforce. Their 
relationship is based on mutual 
respect and pride in the services 
they render. 
I in the classroom I 
Jan Kroetz, MN, RN, CNA, 
executive director of medical-
surgical nursing at LLUMC, has 
been helping shape the lives of 
nursing students for more than 
15 years. 
Students have accompanied 
her to countless meetings, 
ob erved as she balanced budg-
ets, and watched her deal with 
the day-to-day staffing issues 
that arise in any management 
position. 
However, this year marks an 
important change in Ms. Kroetz's 
involvement. In addition to her 
responsibilities at LLUMC, Ms. 
Kroetz is team-teaching a nurse 
management class at the School 
of Nursing with Katty Joy 
I 12 I 
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LLUSN and LLUMC continue 
working together to educate 
French, PhD, RN, associate pro-
fessor of nursing. 
"Jan brings a knowledge of 
practical experiences," says Dr. 
I~ rench. "I really appreciate how 
she incorporates the values of 
the University into this course." 
Ms. Kroetz was drawn to try 
teaching because she enjoyed 
interacting with the students so 
much as a nurse manager. 
"My favorite part is watching 
their 'lights come on,'" states Ms. 
Kroetz. "When the students see 
the connection between theory 
and practice, it validates their 
educational experience." 
The nursing management 
course is taught every quarter 
and is required for all undergrad-
uate students. 
"Many of our seniors will 
either begin in a management 
position or move to a leadership 
Loma Unda NURSE 
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position within a year of gradua-
tion," says Dr. French. "Nurses 
with bachelor's degrees are in 
high demand for leadership 
roles." 
The com". e includes meeting 
in the classroom, as well as shad-
owing nurse managers at LLUMC 
and other facilities . 
"Our students love following 
the nurse managers," adds Dr. 
French. "It gives them insight 
into the skills needed to be a 
good manager. " 
Some of those skills include 
critical thinking, interpersonal 
relationships, the extreme need 
to be organized, and the ability 
to multitask. Ms. Kroetz also 
stresses the importance of 
understanding the organizational 
structure of the institution for 
which they work. 
"LLUMC benefits from being 
able to hire students that are 
already familiar with the nature 
of the organization," tells Ms. 
Kroetz. "It's also easier for the 
students to enter a workplace 
in which they already feel 
comfortable." 
Is ... TAP I 
In response to a challenge 
from B. Lyn Behrens, MBBS, 
president of Loma Linda 
University Adventist Health 
Sciences Center, to involve 
more students in LLUMC opera-
I 14 I 
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Originally, the Student Nursing Assistance Program (SNAP) allowed.for 15 stu-
dents. Jn less than six months, howcxver, the program expanclccl to include 60 
participants. In the photo above, SNAP partidpants pose for a picture follow -
ing a swjf meeting. 
tions, the Student Nursing 
Assistant Program (SNAP) was 
implemented last May. 
SNAP allows nursing students 
who have completed fundamen-
tals of nursing and basic life 
support to work in LLUMC as 
aides. Originally, the program 
allowed for 15 students. In 
less than six months, the pro-
gram has grown to include 60 
students. 
What makes SNAP so suc-
cessful? Francis Brown, MSNc, 
RN, CCRN, SNAP charge nurse, 
attributes the achievements of 
the program to the benefits 
SNAP provides for ev ryone 
involved. 
"Students experience a 
health-care environment earlier 
in their education, and LLUMC 
has an extra pair of hands 
wherever they are needed ," 
states Ms. Brown. 
The program is designed 
to work with students' ever-
changing school schedules. 
"The ability to choose my 
own hours that fit my class 
schedule is very helpful," offers 
second-year bachelor of nursing 
student Mark Velasco. "The 
SNAP administrators are under-
standing about upcoming tests , 
papers, and finals." 
Ms. Brown understands that 
students are at Loma Linda 
University to go to school. 
However, to make sure there are 
enough students to fill each 
shift, all SNAP participants are 
required to work at least two 
four-hour shifts every two 
w eks. 
"I've found that scheduling 
the students in four-hour blocks 
really helps them work around 
Lfmw Linda Nl!RSf, 
their classes," Ms. Brown 
explains. "We try to make 
the work hours as flexible as 
possible." 
When students arrive for 
their shifts, they never know 
where they will be assigned. 
Each student is outfitted with a 
pager that alerts him or her to 
areas where they can be of 
assistance. 
"I love that I get to work 
in all the units," shares Mr. 
Velasco. "This experience 
will help me make a decision 
about what unit I want to 
work in after I graduate. It 
has also helped me learn more 
about the procedures, proto-
cols , and in general, the 
Claudia Martinez-Santos (right), 
senior nursin.g student, wa,'l the .first 
to be accepted into SNAP In the 
photo above, she poses with pro~ram 
coordinator Frances Brown, MSNc, 
RN, CCR.N, char~e nurse at Loma 
Linda University Medical Center. 
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dynamics of nursing." 
Aside from having extra 
help, LLUMC gains a core of stu-
dents who are familiar with the 
entire organization and partially 
orientated. 
"Five of the first seven partic-
ipants in SNAP have stayed on 
to work at LLUMC," says Ms. 
Brown. "Students and adminis-
trators have the opportunity to 
feel each other out to see if they 
are a good fit. It helps make the 
transition from student to 
employee a little smoother." 
Ms. Brown has submitted 
SNAP to the American 
Association of Critical-Care 
Nurses (AACN) as a creative 
solution abstract. Her submis-
sion was accepted and she will 
be traveling to Atlanta, Georgia, 
in May to present the program 
at the National Teaching 
Institute and Critical-Care 
Exposition. This event draws 
thousands of nurses each year. 
This year, AACN added a new 
dimension to poster presenta-
tions. Those selected to present 
are allowed to submit a Web-
based version of their presenta-
tion. After May, Ms. Brown's 
presentation about SNAP will be 
available as a link from the 
AACN website <www.aacn.org>. 
I graduate nursing I 
Lois Van leve, PhD, RN, 
associate dean for the graduate 
program, describes the 
relationship between the 
School of Nursing and LLUMC 
as synergistic. 
"It would be difficult for our 
programs to function without 
the help of LLUMC," shares Dr. 
Van Cleve. "We rely heavily on 
them to provide clinical facilities 
and clinical preceptorships for 
our students. In turn, LLUMC 
has the opportunity to recruit 
students with advanced degrees 
who know the system." 
LLUMC and its subsidiaries 
provide a wealth of clinical and 
leadership resources that are 
easily accessible to School of 
Nursing faculty. 
"LLUMC supplies a diverse 
pool of guest speakers and 
instructors," offers Dr. Van 
Cleve. "Being able to utilize 
their knowledge through guest 
lectures strengthens and 
enriches our program." 
I successful partnership I 
By partnering, the School of 
Nursing and LLUMC help each 
other to flourish and be success-
ful organizations within Loma 
Linda University Adventist 
Health Sciences Center. 
Their excellent working rela-
tionship benefits nursing stu-
dents who receive a strong 
combination of theoretical and 
practical educational experi-
ences. This partnership also 
benefits LLUMC with a contin-
ual supply of nursing graduates 
from which to recruit. 
Ultimately the beneficiaries 
are those whom the nursing stu-
dents will serve as they enter 
the workforce as well-educated 
and compassionate nurses. 
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A great stock idea for 
School of Nursing alumni 
Happy is the person who pur-chased stock in a growing 
company! As the years have 
passed, the stock has split (to 
keep its price low so that many 
people could continue to pur-
chase it) many times and the 
value of the stock has greatly 
appreciated. Since stock repre-
sents shares in a company, the 
directors of the company deter-
mine what dividends they will 
pay out to stockholders. Often 
they pay 1 or 2 percent, which 
some individuals just reinvest in 
the company. 
Two possible problems taint 
this rosy picture. If the company 
fails, the stockholder loses. If the 
company succeeds, the stock is 
worth a great deal more than was 
paid for it, and when sold, faces a 
tax on the increase of about one-
fifth . Ouch! 
An option that avoids these 
potential problems is to place the 
stock in a Charitable Remainder 
Trust. The trust invests in many 
companies, so if one fails, the loss 
is controlled. The trust does not 
pay tax on appreciation, so it 
can invest that extra 20 percent 
and pay you more than the 
dividends-maybe three, four, or 
five times as much! Sorry, you 
still have to pay income tax on 
the trust pay out, but it might be 
at a lesser rate than you are pay-
ing now. 
I 16 I 
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The upside of this approach is 
that you diversify your invest-
ment, do not pay capital gains 
tax, get a charitable income tax 
deduction now, possibly avoid 
some estate tax, and receive a 
good lifetime income that can 
increase to meet inflation. Some 
say the downside is that the 
charity ends up with the money 
left in the trust when you die. 
Ilow can that be a downside? 
Think of the School of Nursing 
receiving a huge check in the 
future to provide scholarships or 
a new building or an endowed 
chair all because of that small 
stock purchase you made years 
ago. And you become a fan1ous 
philanthropist! 
Gary Oliver is the associate director 
qf' planned giving at LLl '· 
For more information on this 
terrific plan, call Diana Fisher, 
director of development (909) 
558-8682, or the Planned Giving 
Department at (800) 558-6398. 
Please send 1ne Centennial Fellows infonnation! 





_I am interested in learning more about becoming a 
Centennial Fellow. Please contact me. 
_ I am interested, but I have some questions or concerns. 
Please contact me. 
_ I am interested in becoming a entennial Fellow through a 
plrumed gift or other gifting avenue. Please contact me about 
this opportunity. 
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Centennial Fellows Program to 
help celebrate 100 years 
Centennial Fellows of the School of Nursin~ pose for a picture just prior to the homccomi~ banquet. (Front row, from 
lqftJ Stephanie Leeper, Julie Leeper, Jeffrey James Lcepe1; Opal Johnson Allen, Patricia Block Loye, Joan Ilarding, 
Katherine Haffner Davis, Dorene Poppe Christensen, Waltrene Anderson Snyder, Dolores Allen Parks, Grace Gloor 
Larson, Lois Vlm Cleve, Jean Kinzer Murdoch; (back row, from left); Betty Winslow, Je.flLe-epcr, Margaret Lanp, White, 
Mu/eye Jacquet, Violet Spence Evans, Jeanne J\ittle Brunie, Flogean McGuire llardt, Jane Everett Jones, Mae Dickman 
llolland, Ellen Mattison, Doris Sheldon Schuld, Cyril Blaine, Yilkinii Yonemitsu Kobayashi, Marilyn Herrmann, Colleen 
Reeves, Helen King, William King, Patricia Pothier, and Lian Ishikawa Funada. Fellows not pictured are Nancy 
Bergstrom, Sha)me Bigelow-Price, Claran and Marjorie Anderson Jesse, and Arlene Christensen Taylor. 
D uring the School of Nursing alumni weekend in 2006, 
the School of Nursing will cele-
brate its lOOth anniversary. In 
anticipation of this monumental 
occasion, the School of Nursing 
and its alumni family have cre-
ated a special project called the 
Centennial Fellows Program. 
This is a special financial giv-
ing program through which 
entennial Fellows help to cele-
brate the school's first centennial 
and enable its mis ion to educate 
Loma Linda NURSE 
nurses in the future. 
The Centennial Fellows 
Program represents individual 
partnerships between friends and 
alumni of the School of Nursing 
and the University to create a 
$1 million endowment fund. This 
endowment fund will support all 
the educational and scholarship 
programs within the school. 
Individuals and/or groups will be 
named as "Centennial Fellows" 
with a gift of $20,000 or more. 
Pictur d above are the current 
Centennial Fellows as of April, 
2002. The 50th Anniversary 
Golden Class of 1952 generously 
gave two Fellowships, totaling 
$40,000, through their class gift. 
For more information on being 
part of the entennial Fellows pro-
gran1, please contact the director 
of development, School of Nursing, 
at (909) 558-7093 or on the Web 
at <www.llu.edu/llu/nursing>. You 
can also send e-mail directly to 
the Centennial Fellows Program at 
<centennial@univ.llu.edu>. 
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H.O.T. Store volunteers enjoy 
work and long lost romance 
Lloyd and Helen Mickelson recently celebrated their one-
year wedding anniversary. 
Although they attended high 
school together in Lacombe, 
Alberta, they did not meet again 
until 50 years later at a Canadian 
University College reunion, held 
in Loma Linda. 
It was this re-acquaintance 
that led to their March, 2001, 
wedding. The Mickelson's began 
another new relationship in 2001. 
They became interested in the 
H.O.T. Second Hand Store last 
October when they donated items 
to tl1e store. Mrs. Mickelson, who 
had been to 11.0.T. a few years 
ago, was pleased to see some of 
the improvements that have been 
made over the past few years. 
The Mickelsons could readily 
see that volunteers were needed 
to help. For nearly eight months 
now, they have been spending 
their extra time every week help-
ing out at H. 0. T. and haven't run 
out of things to do yet. Mr. 
Mickelson says he feels better at 
the end of the day if he has done 
something useful. 
Two total knee replacements 
have not deterred Mrs. Mickelson 
from her volw1teer work. Such a 
variety of jobs exist that she can 
always find something to do. 
From stocking clothing to check-
ing receipts at the door, there is a 
never-ending list of projects. 
I It-; I 
"Many reasons keep us coming 
back each week," says Mrs. 
Mickelson. "Meeting interesting 
people, working with wonderful 
staff, the heavy workloads, and 
Joni's passion for helping the 
community all contribute to us 
continuing to volunteer at the 
11.0.T. store." 
If you are interested in becom-
ing a volunteer at the 11.0.T. 
Second Hand Store, please con-
tact Joni Jones at (909) 796-2812. Lloyd and llclen Mickelson 
H.O.T. report presented 
at LLUSN alumni banquet 
The House of Thrift (H.O.T.) volunteer report was given 
during the School of Nursing 
2002 alumni homecoming ban-
quet. The School of Nursing 
offered its thanks to House of 
Thrift volunteers and employ-
ees for their continued support 
of the program. 
Special recognition was given 
to 11.0.T. volunteers Lloyd and 
Ilelen Mickelson. Thanks were 
also given for the continuing 
leadership of Joni Jones and the 
much-needed help of the H.0.T. 
volunteers . 
During the past fiscal year, 
the Alumni Association 
received $12, 00 from 11.0.T. 
profits. 
In addition, clothes, bedding, 
food, and other items (including 
a church organ given to the 
Romanian Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, Redlands) 
exceeding $660,078 were 
donated to the Banning and 
Hemet Seventh-day Adventist 
Churches, missions in Mexico 
and Honduras, and to Jehovah's 
Witness. 
The value of the donations 
w re based on fair market value 
of estimation placed on barrels, 
boxes, and truckloads. 
Volunteers for the 11.0.T. 
store are in great demand, espe-
cially during this time of the 
year. If interested, please contact 
Joni Jones at (909) 796-2 12. 
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Warm greetings to our alumni near and far. 
We are fast approaching the end of our 97th year as a school of nurs-
ing. Alumni weekend has successfully come and gone. Officers and board 
members are selected and ready to serve for 2002-2003. We have a new 
secretary and a beautiful new alumni boardroom. 
We need alumni mentors who will take an interest in the lives and 
budding careers of our students and new graduates. Strengthening partner-
ships with organizations such as Loma Linda University Medical Center 
have been steps in the right direction. The Student Nurse Assistant Program 
(SNAP) has provided hands-on, practical learning opportunities for students 
to connect theory with practice (and a good way for students to earn 
money!). 
International nursing is a partnership with our school and the nursing 
division at LLUMC. This collaboration enables the sharing of administrative 
and teaching expertise with sister health-care institutions and schools in vari-
ous parts of the world. Our alumni faith-
fully serve God wherever they are. Each of Alumni Association Financial Report 
you is truly an "everyday hero. " 
In three short years, we will be cele-
LLU Nursing Alumni Association 
brating our lOOth anniversary. We are 
Summary Financial Statement 
already beginning to plan for this exciting 
Five-year period ending June 30, 2001 
event. Watch for special programs and 2000-01 1999-00 1998- 99 199i- 98 1996- 9i Income: 
announcements and ways that you can I louse of Thrift $7, 177 $ 10,492 $ 19,570 $4 1- , 136 $44,060 
Interest LL Foundation 36,335 35,184 29,SO l 34,385 30,378 
help us celebrate your School of Nursing Interest/dividends other 6,373 3,213 4,598 7,640 S,936 
centennial. Donations 6,994 15,536 23,65 1 2 1,196 3 1,048 lnc./(Dec) in value of (20,565) ~ ~ ~ 0 
Sincerely, securities 
Total income $36,3 14 $68,607 $78,379 $ 107,987 $111 ,422 
Expenses: 
~ Salaries $0 $7,568 $ 17,644 $16,004 $ 14,718 
~ 9~ Banquet &' institute 6,3 18 10,790 9,348 11 ,6 19 11 ,604 Other ____lfil _____!2Z2_ _!_&g ~ ~ 
Total expenses 9,942 20,337 28,644 28,847 35,867 
Tota l before projects $26,372 $48,270 $49,735 $79, 140 $75,555 
Ellen D'Errico, MS, RN '87 Projects: Missions $ 1,367 $8,866 $ 11 ,250 $ 11 ,050 $ 11 ,700 
President Scholarships 17,250 29,000 29,500 28,000 28,000 
LAP assistance 3,750 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Alumni Association Miscellaneous 5,250 2,000 7,000 7,500 6,000 
Total projects -z76i7 44,866 52,750 SiTsO 50,700 
Net gain (Loss) $( 1,245) $3,404 $(3,015) $27,590 $24,855 
Investments: 
Annual scholarship $49, 135 $46,575 $53,42 1 
Building fund 117,029 109,184 102,33 1 
House of Thrift 139,838 139,838 139,838 
Life memberships 144,650 142,43 1 137,07 1 
Paine Webber bru1ks 83,225 96,738 93,S22 
Total investments $533,877 $534,766 $526, 183 
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School of Nursing celebrates 97 years 
with annual alumni homecoming 
he School of Nursing cele-
brated its 97th year with an 
alumni weekend, held April 5 
through 7 on the Loma Linda 
campus. 
The weekend began with the 
alumni institute seminar pre-
sented by the School of Nursing 
Alumni Association and Sigma 
Theta Tau International Gamma 
Alpha Chapter, titled "Ch1istian 
nursing in a time of crisis." 
The seminar, held at the 
Campus Chapel, was designed 
this year to help individuals gain 
infom1ation that will help in 
responding to physical and psy-
chological problems resulting 
from disaster or crisis situations. 
This year's seminar featured 
the Mary Monteith Lecture, 
"Christian nursing in a time of 
crisis," by Elizabeth Johnston 
Taylor, PhD, RN, associate profes-
sor of nursing, School of Nursing. 
Frances Brown, RN; Allen 
Francis, RN; and Steve Richter, 
RN, presented "Responding to a 
Disaster: What it's Like, What to 
Expect, and What to Do." 
Ms. Brown, Mr. Francis, and 
Mr. Richter are all members of 
the San Bernardino County 
DMAT CA-2 team. The team trav-
elled to New York ity to help 
care for firefighters, police offi-
cers, and victims of September 
11, 2001. 
Following the DMAT team's 
I 20 I 
Members <!f'the class of 1952 posejbr a picture. They include: (back rcm~from lqft) 
Margaret (Lang) White, Malcye Jacquet, Violet (Spence) Evans, Jeanne (Kittle) 
Brnnie (honorary member), Ff,ol~ean (McGuire) T Tanlt, Jane (Everett) Jone.s, Mac 
(Dichman) Holland, Ell<-'11Matti.son (lwnorary member), Doris (Sheldon) Schuld, 
Yuhimi (foneniitsu) Kobayashi, Colleen (Ehrlich) Reeves (honorary member); (front 
row, from left) Opal (.Johnson) Allen (honorary member), Patricia (Block) Loye, 
Joan (L<>ve/e...,s) IJarding, Katherine (IIa.ffner) Da·vi,s, Dorene (Poppe) Christensen, 
Wctltrene (Anderson) SnydL>J; Dolores (Allen) Parks, and Grace (Gloor) Larson. 
presentation, Ingrid Blomquist, 
MD, associate professor of medi-
cine, School of Medicine, pre-
sented "A practical approach to 
concerns about bioterrorism: 
what to be prepared for and what 
to teach a worried public." 
Michael Kirby, PhD, associate 
professor, School of Medicine, 
then presented "The psychobiol-
ogy of stress, from acute to 
chronic." 
On Saturday, April 6, the first 
church service at University 
Church of Seventh-day Adventists 
was held in celebration of the 
golden anniversary class, the class 
of 1952. 
The second church service was 
devoted to the silver anniversary 
class, the class of 1977. 
Almost 100 LLUSN alumni 
attended Sabbath afternoon's 
potluck luncheon at the Campus 
Cafeteria. The potluck provided a 
time for the alumni to socialize 
with each other in an informal 
setting. 
The honoree vespers program 
was held Sabbath afternoon in the 
ampus Chapel. 
During the vespers program, 
each honored class was invited to 
the front of the room for a picture 
and to share with the rest of the 
classes some of their memories 
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from over the years. 
"At the vespers program on 
Sabbath, classes paid honor and 
tribute to faculty who have made 
a difference in their lives and 
careers," says Ellen Mockus 
D'Errico, MS, RN, assistant pro-
fessor, and president, School of 
Nursing Alumni Association. 
"Annabelle Mills Hills, a long-
time retired instructor at LLUSN, 
was remembered by several 
classes for her dedication, kind-
ness, and patience." 
Following the vespers pro-
gram, each honor class had its 
picture taken by a photographer, 
with a short reception held in the 
foyer of Wong Kerlee 
International Conference Center 
prior to the alumni banquet. 
Representatives qf' the class of 1952 (from lt;ft) J(atherine (Ilqffner) Dwvis, Dolores 
(Allen) Parks, Waltrenc (A1ulerson) S1wder, Dorene (Poppe) Christensen, mul 
Joan (Loveless) Ilardi11g present their class gift qf $40,000 to Ilelen King, PhD, 
RN (sccmulfrmn ri~ht), dean, LLUSN. 
"The opportunity to talk with 
alumni during homecoming week-
end reminded me again what a 
wonderful, supportive group of 
Class of 1962 members pose for a picture prior to die alumni banquet. They are: 
(back n1w,.from [~ft) Carol (Rittenhouse) CruiBe, Susan Gibson, Carolyn 
(13ehren .. 'i) 8abo, Marda (Willey) Mortensen, Carol Zirkle, Janet (Hcndrichs) 
Schultz, Claudelle (Donnan) J/iebc>rt, Joyce (Thomas) Di Franco, J(atlnyn Mott, 
Margaret (Tucker) Dillon, Marilynn (Munroe) Baclzik, Ma1ilyn (Miller) Klingbeil, 
Sondra (Neslwul) Dickinson, Dorothy (Murray) Crane; (front row, from left) 
Esther Serra, Julia (McConnell) Pearce, Bcver{y (Deutsch) Agee, Anna (Slach) Ilic, 
Marilynn (Un..'icll) J(clln, Nellie (Bmy) Kimbro~h, wul Widad (Akruwi) Mohr. 
Loma Linda Nl!RSR 
people they are. But of course you 
would expect that because they 
are nurses!" says Helen E. King, 
PhD, RN, dean of the school. 
The alumni banquet, titled 
"2002: Passing the Torch," began 
with a welcome, devotional, and 
invocation from Ms. D'Errico. 
Dr. King presented an update of 
LLUSN, including current faculty 
research, outreach in foreign 
countries, and student enroll-
ment. More than .$8,600 was sent 
to support a vari ty of projects 
ranging from funds for equipment, 
family camps, computer pro-
grams, support of a child nutrition 
program, and financial support for 
student mission trips. 
After Dr. King's update, two 
Meritorious Scholarship Awards 
were presented to undergraduate 
student Caroline M. Clark and 
graduate student I~ uQj.n Liu. 
Ms. D'Errico, current LLUSN 
Alumni Association president, was 
Story continues on page 26 ... 
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Mae (Dickman) Holland, RN, 
is named Alumna of the Year 
During the LLUSN alumni banquet, the Alumni of the 
Year awards were presented by 
Katty Joy Fenton French, PhD, 
RN, associate professor, and Eva 
Goodlett Miller, MS, RN, associate 
professor. 
Presented with the Alumna of 
the Year award was Mae Dickman 
Holland, RN. 
Ms. Holland graduated from 
LLUSN in 1952. She was a mem-
ber of the first class to earn bac-
calaureate degrees in nursing 
from the College of Medical 
Evangelists, which became LLU. 
Ms. Holland started her nursing 
career as what she referred to as 
a "general duty nurse" in Chula 
Vista. 
She then moved to Los 
Angeles and worked as a school 
nurse in Los Angeles City 
Schools, experiencing the riots of 
the 1960s. 
During that time, she also mar-
ried attorney Robert Ilolland. In 
the 1960s, she had three chil-
dren: Wendy Jo, a 1987 LLUSN 
graduate; Brian, a graduate of 
Pacific Union College and also a 
registered nurse; and Lisa, a prac-
ticing attorney. 
As her children were growing, 
Ms. Ilolland served in many lead-
ership roles in church and com-
munity. When Robert was called 
to work in the business offic at 
Pacific Union ollege, Ms. Ilolland 
began work as a nursing instruc-
tor. She taught fundamentals of 
nursing with emphasis on devel-
opment of basic nursing skills to 
many students who are practicing 
nurses today. 
Some of these former students 
remember her with fondness and 
refer to her as a great person and 
role model. 
"She was always helpful, 
patient, and open-minded. She 
loved to laugh with us and share 
her experiences," says one such 
student. 
Ms. Holland retired in 
December, 2000, having completed 
more than 18 years of launching 
fledgling nursing students. 
Ms. Holland's plaque reads: 
"Loma Linda University School of 
Nursing Alumni Association hon-
ors Mae Dickman Ilolland, BS, 
RN, for extraordinary commit-
ment to professional nursing in 
.Alumni of the Year award recipient 
Mac (Dicknw,n) Ilollcmd, RN (right), a 
niembcr qf the class qf 1952, poses for 
a picture with class of 1962 alumna 
Julia (McConnell) Pearce, RN. 
school health, community service, 
and nursing education. Her stu-
dents and colleagues remember 
her as a compassionate, encourag-
ing teacher for 'fledgling nurses.' 




$40,000 for Centennial Fellowship Campaign 
Class of 1962-
More than $6,400 for international nur ing projects 
Class of 1972-
More than $1,600 for a Dean's Worthy tudent Scholarship 
(In memory of Kathleen Gaskell Schmunk '72) 
Class of 1977-
$2,500 for incoming class of 2005-06 for community health-care kit 
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Jonnel W. Pomeroy, RN, CPNP, 
receives Alumna of the Year award 
A lso presented with the Alumna of the Year award 
during the LLUSN alumni ban-
quet, was Jonnel W. Pomeroy, 
RN, CPNP. 
Ms. Pomeroy, a certified pedi-
atric nurse practitioner, gradu-
ated from LL USN in 1977. She 
began her professional career as 
·an intensive care nurs while 
completing the p diatric nurse 
practitioner program. Upon 
completion of the coursework, 
she was employed by the San 
Bernardino County Department 
of Public Health. During a 12-
year period, she gained xten-
sive experience in community 
pediatric clinics. Being bilingual, 
she was most beneficial to her 
Spanish-speaking clientele. Of 
particular interest to Ms. 
Pomeroy was a child health 
clinic at a continuation school 
for pregnant minors in Rialto . 
In 1988, sh accepted a posi-
tion in a private pediatric prac-
tice in Redlands. Since 1994, she 
has been employed with the 
Loma Linda University Medical 
Center pediatric teaching office, 
where she is a clinical instructor 
for the Loma Linda University 
School of Medicine and is the 
pediatric clerkship student direc-
tor in this setting. Through thi 
position, she provides both direct 
and indir ct patient care as she 
Class qf' 1977 alumna Jonnel W Pomeroy, RN, CPNP (right), receives her 
,\lwnni qf' the Year award from Eva Goodlett Willer '71, MS, RN (left), associ-
ate prqfcssor, School of Nursin,!.!,; and June Jepson Ilil>f)(trd, an alumna <d' the 
class qf 195713. 
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teaches medical students and 
non-licensed pediatric residents. 
She brings her nursing expertise 
to the development of policies, 
quality assurance measures, and 
design of clinic forms . In addi-
tion, she is involved in collabora-
tive relationships with physicians 
and community agencies, as well 
as clinic overall functions and 
flow of services. 
In 1997 and 1998, she h lped 
develop and restart the pediatric 
nurse practitioner program at 
Loma Linda University School of 
Nursing. She is also committed to 
mission outreach and has gone to 
Mexico annually for the past five 
years to provide medical care 
and Christian love to those in 
such great poverty and need. 
Currently, Ms. Pomeroy is a 
member of the National 
Association of Pediatric Nurses 
and Practitioners and is involved 
in the local Loma Linda chapter. 
Ms. Porn roy's plaque reads: 
"Loma Linda University School 
of Nursing Alumni As ociation 
honors Jonnel W. Pomeroy, RN, 
CPNP, BS, for superior clinical 
skills and clinical knowledge as a 
pediatric nurse practitioner in 
public health and pediatric prac-
tices and teaching and m ntor-
ing co-workers, nurse colleagues, 
medical students, and residents. 
Alumna of the Year Award, April 
6, 2002." 
I 2.1 I 
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Alumni Association 
welcomes new secretary 
T he School of Nursing Alumni Association has hired a new 
senior administrative secretary, 
Hazel Wood. 
New office hours for the 
Alumni Association will be 
Tuesday through Thursday, 8:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Ms. Wood, who joined the 
School of Nursing staff in 
November, 2001, will be working 
under the supervision of the 
alumni president producing infor-
mation and reports to the Nursing 
Alumni Board, planning and 
scheduling meetings, promoting 
alumni activities, and responding 
to telephone and e-mail inquiries. 
For the past two-and-a-half 
years, Ms. Wood worked for one 
of the largest property preserva-
tion companies in the United 
States in support of a mortgage 
company. 
While in that position, she 
handled all the administrative and 
reporting tasks, and provided cus-
tomer support by ordering work 
on specific properties to ensure 
vacant properties were main-
tained per appropriate housing 
standards and regulations. 
Ms. Wood has several years 
experience in church office 
administration where she insti-
tuted a birthday/anniversary 
Ellen D'Errico, MS, RN (center), president of the School qf'Nursi~ Alumni 
Association Board (bWAA), conducts an alumni board meetin,g in the ne-wly 
furnished conference room. The boardroom, which was funded by the 
SNM, provides a quiet place for small school committees to convene, as 
well as accommodati11M the monthly SNAA board meetin~s. 
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Hazel Wood 
recognition program, maintained 
a membership database, edited 
the church newsletter, and pro-
vided administrative support to 
two pastors. 
During her husband's tour of 
duty in the Air Force, she worked 
as an administrative secretary at 
a variety of locations including 
Japan, Massachusetts, and Texas. 
Ms. Wood is an active member 
in the Victorville Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, where she 
serves as the Sabbath School 
superintendent and an elder. 
Iler husband, George, is a 
pediatric nurse working for the 
general pediatrics department at 
the Faculty Medical Offices 
(FMO). 
The Woods currently reside in 
Victorvill and have four childr n 
and five grandchildren. 
Ms. Wood can be reached at 
extension 45437, or by e-mail at 
<hwood@sn.llu.edu>. 
Loma Linda NURSE 
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LLUSN Intenlational Nursing Board of Advisors 
vote to support two intenlational projects 
T he School of Nursing and its alumni share a long history 
of involvement in international 
service. From the first graduate 
to serve abroad to the Alumni 
Association's aid to missionary 
alumni, they have demonstrated 
a commitment to individuals and 
institutions around the world. 
Over the years, LLUMC 
nurses (many of whom are 
alumni) have enthusiastically 
mentored visiting nurses and 
participated in outreach projects 
such as the open heart surgery 
program and Sir Run Rw1 Shaw 
Hospital development. This will-
ingness to serve was the motiva-
tion behind the establishment of 
the International Nursing 
Council (INC) . Started in 1992 to 
promote and upgrade nursing 
education and practice world-
wide, the council has since 
grown into a strong supportive 
force for many international 
projects. 
The School of Nursing and 
LLUMC view international nurs-
ing as a partnership venture. 
Many of the projects include par-
ticipation with other institutions, 
alumni, and friends. Through 
this collaboration, INC is better 
able to respond to requests. The 
challenges of every new request 
bring opportunities for nurses to 
experience personal growth and 
satisfaction from helping fellow 
hmw Linda NURSE 
nurses grow professionally and 
establish communication links 
that will forever influence their 
nursing practice. 
From the beginning, it was rec-
ognized that external funds are 
necessary to support LLU's inter-
national nursing outreach. In July 
of 1995, a council of advisors was 
organized to spearhead fundrais-
ing for this specific purpose. In 
September of 1997, the Council 
of Advisors was renan1ed the 
Board of Advisors. 
Spearheading the board of 
advisors are co-chairs Dr. and 
Mrs. Thomas Zirkle, who took 
over the leadership of the board 
in the spring of 2000. At their 
October 28, 2001, board meeting, 
the Board voted to take on two 
fundraising projects totaling 
$25,000. 
Two projects stemming from 
both the clinical and academic 
components of international nurs-
ing have been proposed. The clin-
ical project, called "Global 
connections: transcending bound-
aries to advance clinical prac-
tice," consists of LLU and 
international nurses partnering in 
the exchange of clinical skills, 
ideas, and knowledge. Currently, 
sites in Asia and South America 
are proposed for this project. 
Coordination of the project will 
be handled through the IN . 
The second project, coordi-
nated by LLUSN's Office of 
International Nursing, will be a 
collaboration between LLU's 
Graduate School and Zhejiang 
University (ZU) in China. 
Implementation of this program 
might include activities such as 
consultation from LLUSN's gradu-
ate school faculty regarding gradu-
ate curriculum, visits to LLUSN 
by ZU faculty for both formal and 
informal learning experiences, 
and visiting lectureships at ZU by 
LLUSN faculty. 
Co-chairs Dr. and Mrs. Zirkle 
are thrilled to be involved in inter-
national nursing. "We have had 
the opportunity to observe the 
early results of the interaction of 
nurses from LLU&MC with nurses 
in many international locations," 
says Dr. Zirkle. "It has been grati-
fying to see the improvements in 
nursing practice and the close 
friendships that have developed 
between the international nurses 
and the faculty and staff from 
Loma Linda." 
As of March, 2002, $7,400 has 
already been raised toward the two 
projects. The International Nursing 
Board of Advisors would like to tell 
you more about these projects. 
Please call (909) 558-7093 or e-
mail <dfisher@univ.llu.edu> for 
more information. 
You can also ch ck our website 
at <www.llu.edu/llu/nursing/inter-
natl>. 
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Continued from page 21 . .. 
awarded with a gift as thanks for 
her leadership in the alumni asso-
ciation during the past two years. 
Dee Hart, DrPH, RN, assistant 
professor of nursing, was intro-
duced as the incoming alumni 
association president. 
The class gifts for 2002 were 
then presented by representatives 
from each class. 
The class of 1952, the 
50th anniversary class, 
surprised Dr. King with a 
check for $40,000 toward the 
Centennial Endowment Fund. 
Dolores Allen Parks, alumna of 
the class of 1952, delivered the 
presentation speech on behalf of 
her class. 
I alumni homecoming I 
Class qf' 1972 alumnae pose for a picture with theirfavorite instructor, 
Annabell Mills Hills (fourthfr01n left). They include: (back row,from left) JI. 
Esther Serra (a memher of the class of 1962), Donna Caldwell, Barbara (Tmitt) 
Holm, Maureen (Wamcr) Rasniussen, Cher:vl (Edwards) Fox; (front row,frorn 
l~ft) Laura (Lihby) Rootvik, Elizabeth (Atchison) Wisc, Cynthia (Brewer) Potts, 
Mt>. Mills Jlills, Judy (Cole) 'Pwig~, and Diane Voth (honorary class member). 
"As proud alumni, the class of 
1952 takes great pleasure in pre-
senting our 50th anniversary gift 
of $40,000," declared Ms. Parks. 
Unfortw1ately, before Ms. Parks 
could finish her check presenta-
tion speech, a steam leak in the 
other side of the building set off 
the fire alarm and all banquet 
attendees had to be cleared out 
from the conference center. 
The remaining banquet atten-
dees gathered on the lawn outside 
while the class of 1952 presented 
the check to Dr. King. 
Dr. King acknowledged the gifts 
and provided her thanks on behalf 
of the School. 
Members qf' the class qf 1977 who attended homecomin~ pose for a class picture, 
including (back row, from left) Dem~'>e Bu~lin<>, Ruth (Ram4'ey) Caldwell, Eileen 
(Bemmn) Gemmell, Cyndi (Woodward) Berrett-Atkinson, Linda Berry, Dilcia 
Sealey, Wendy (McCandless) llop~ood, Lynn Starulky; (front row, from left) 
Cheryl (Ndson) l~jobocn, Tlcidi (Schmidt) Laub, Barbara (Canadc~y) Mordue, 
Emma (Lucas) Tadiarca, Kathi (Morris) Wild, and Bet,..,}' (Roda) .Jabola. 
"They tell me that they worked 
very hard to make that gift to the 
school possible," says Dr. King. 
"This class was the first class to 
graduate with a baccalaureate 
degree and has always felt special. 
They continue to be a close and 
supportive group who want a 
bright future for their alma 
n1ater." 
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W hat is an everyday hero? An everyday hero is a 
nurse who continues to uphold 
LLU's mission in his/her career 
in nursing. We want to celebrate 
the many everyday heroes from 
our University. 
Starting with this issue of 
Loma Linda NURSE , we are 
honoring several alumni who are 
everyday heroes. We want this 
tradition to carry on in future 
issues of Loma Linda NURSE , so 
we are asking you, the alumni, 
to send us names of everyday 
heroes. We want to honor as 
many as we can. 
Who qualifies as an everyday 
hero? There are two qualifica-
tions. First, they must be an 
alumnus of either the undergrad-
uate or graduate programs of 
Loma Linda University School of 
Nursing. 
Second, they must be a prac-
ticing nurse in any field of nurs-
ing at any level. So staff nurses, 
school nurses, educators, home 
health nurses, and more-let us 
know who you are! If you know 
of someone who is an everyday 
hero, tell us about him or her. 
Thank you for continuing our 
mission in your lives. 
Zelne Zamora, RN, MSN 
Incoming president-elect 
LLUSN Alumni As ociation 
l.fJma Linda Nl!RSI-i.: 
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The 
everyday hero 
What to send us: name, year graduated, what he/she has been doing, 
what he/she is doing now, family members and their names, how he/she is 
continuing the mission of the University, and what it means to him/her 
now as a current practioner. Please send a picture, if possible. 
You can email the information to: <zzamora@sn.llu.edu> or 
<hwood@sn.llu.edu>. You can also mail the information to: Loma Linda 
School of Nursing, 11262 Can1pus Street, Loma Linda, California 92350, 
Attn: Alumni Association. 
Anita Padilla Fisher 
CLASS OF 1966 
Professional experience & family life 
"I worked at Loma Linda for three years after graduation on a med-
ical/surgical floor. After I got married, I moved to Oklahoma City and 
worked as public health nurse at the health department for seven years. 
"After the birth of my second child, we moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
where I became a stay-at-home mom for about 10 years. During that 
time, my third child was born and my husband suffered a brain injury. 
I had to run his business for about seven or eight years. After that, we 
sold the business and I went into home health after 17 years of not 
working as a nurse. I stayed until the agency closed due to Medicare 
cutbacks and home-health jobs were not available. 
"I sold my house and can1e back to California to work as a home-
health case manager at Corona Regional Medical Center since 1998. I 
am currently separated from my husband. My oldest daughter is 25 
and a senior at Loma Linda School of Nursing. My son, Scott, is 24 and 
lives and goes to college in San Diego, majoring in computers. My 
youngest, Lori, is 22 and goes to UCLA, studying law." 
How she's carrying out LLU's mission 
"I think that I embody LLUSN's mission in that I minister to my 
patients whole body-mind, body, and soul-and not just a disease 
process. I also try to treat them as I would like to be treated." 
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School of Nursing hosts Kathryn 
Jensen Nelson Society brunch 
T he Kathryn Jensen Nelson (KJN) Society brunch took 
place Sunday, April 7, in Wong 
Kerlee International Conference 
Center. Each year, the KJN 
brunch is held during homecom-
ing weekend to honor those who 
give $250 or more to the School 
of Nursing during the previous 
year. 
Helen King, PhD, RN, dean of 
the school, presented information 
and statistics about LLUSN to the From [~ft, Ilelen l\ing, PhD, RN, dean qf' the School qf Nursing, talks with Joan 
members. Dr. King was pleased to (Luveless) Jlanling, class qf' 1952, and Caro(yn (Pierce) Thompson, class of 1949. 
announce that enrollment in the 
undergraduate program has risen 
and nearly half of the faculty 
members hold doctoral degrees. 
Lian Funada, RN, class of 
1997, spoke about what drew her 
Naphtal Rucibwa, DrPII, a.first-year 
nursing student, shares a story 'l..ivith 
K.TN 1nemhers. 
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to participate in the School of 
Nursing Centennial Fellows 
Program. She encouraged l<JN 
members to remember the vision 
of the founders of LLUSN. The 
Centennial Fellows Program is cele-
brating the centennial anniversary 
of LLUSN by raising $1 million for 
an endowment fund to ensure that 
the school can continue its tradi-
tion of preparing well-educated and 
compassionate nurses. 
Two LLUSN students related 
their stories and gratitude to the 
alumni for making scholarships 
available for stud nts who other-
wise may not have been able to 
attend Loma Linda. 
Susanna Norris, a first-year 
nursing student, recounted how 
she received compassionate care 
from the nurses at LLUM dur-
ing extended stays in her child-
hood. II r goal since then has 
been to attend the School of 
Nursing. She expres ed how a 
scholarship has helped her real-
ize her dream and thanked those 
who give so generously. 
Naphtal Rucibwa, DrPH, also a 
first-year nursing student, shared 
an inspiring vision of starting 
nursing schools in the French-
speaking countries in Africa. After 
earning his doctorate in public 
health, he decided to pursue a 
degree in nursing to help expand 
his knowledge and help him 
achieve his dream. Ile also 
expressed his deep appreciation 
for the support of the alumni and 
friends that have made it possible 
for him to receive a scholarship. 
For information on how to 
become a member of the Kathryn 
Jensen Nelson Society, please 
contact Kimberly Steiner at (909) 
558-4513. 
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Carol Sandgren Neff '56B is 
retired but working part time at 
Kearney Mesa Convalescent 
Hospital in San Diego. 
Bernice (Blower) Gunderson '60 
is widowed and lives next to her 
daughter, Beverly Neff '73. 
Bernice is active in the Sons of 
Norway and recently completed a 
two-year term as president of her 
local lodge. She has been involved 
in genealogy for the past 27 years 
and published a family newsletter. 
-She is working toward the publi-
cation of a two-volume genealogy 
on the Durkee family. She is in 
good health and walks a mile 
every day. 
Deborah Aeschlimann '82 works 
for the Methodist Health-care 
System in San Antonio, Texas, as 
an RN/LVN coordinator/educator 
for the department of nursing 
informatics. Her job description 
includes software and documen-
tation methodology instruction 
for nursing, as well as general 
hospital staff, class organization 
and coordination, quality 
improvement audits and reports, 
program and policy revisions, 
education, evaluation and re-edu-
cation, nursing informatics and 
subject specialist liaison, and 
screen development, among 
other things. She has three chil-
dren-Kimberly, age 17, who is 
currently in school at Auburn 
Adventist Academy; Nicholas, 
age 12; and Kathleen, age 10, 
both at Scenic Hills Seventh-day 
Adventist School in San Antonio. 
Loma Linda NURSE 
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Lisa Wooten-Thomas '88 sends 
her greetings to the class of 1988. 
She is currently living in Maryland 
and is working as an RN and 
mother of three, while her hus-
band attends graduate school. 
"Please e-mail me-I'd love to 
hear from you! My e-mail is <nial-
rob2@aol.com>," she writes. 
Sheri Williams-Fayard '93 has 
been retired from nursing since 
the birth of her son and loves full-
time mommyhood ! In addition to 
her 2-year-old son, Gil, she has a 
daughter, Natalie, born September 
5, 2001, by C-section due to her 
being breech. 
Keri Lynn Covert '95 has been 
working at Children's Hospital Los 
Angeles in the pediatric ICU for 
five years. 
Allen Francis '96, was named 
Nurse of the Year for the western 
region (one of 10 regions) by 
Nursing Spectrum Magazine. 
Currently, Allen works as a night 
charge nurse for the emergency 
room at Loma Linda University 
Medical Center. "It was a surprise, 
since I didn't lmow I had been 
nominated," comments Allen. He 
was nominated for the award by 
Davey Ellison, RN, MICN, another 
night charge nurse in LLUMC's 
emergency department. In a letter 
written to Nursing Spectrum 
Magazine, Mr. Ellison wrote: 
"I fully nominate Allen Francis 
with the pride of knowing him 
and the honor of working with 
him .... [He] is one of the best 
nurses I have worked with." 
"I give all the credit to the team I 
work with," Allen says of the 
award. "I am very proud of our 
team. It is an honor to represent 
them." As a member of the San 
Bernardino County Disaster 
Medical Assistance Team, Allen 
responded to the call to attend to 
the rescue workers searching for 
survivors of the World Trade 
Center attack. He created a video 
presentation of his deployment 
and disaster nursing, which has 
been shown across the country, 
including the American Medical 
Association meeting. 
Allen also volunteers as a San 
Bernardino County sheriff deputy 
assigned to the air rescue team. As 
such, he flies all across the county 
on rescue missions of .all kinds. 
Allen Francis, RN, CEN, M!CN 
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Grace Neal Thomas '28 was born 
April 3, 1902, and entered into rest 
April 9, 2001, at Montecito 
Memorial Park, Loma Linda. 
Hazel Christensen Pflueger '40 
died Febmary 11, 2002, of renal 
failure. Ms. Pflueger was born in 
Chicago, then moved to central 
Florida in 1973. To the end, she had 
a vibrant hope in the coming of 
Jesus. She is survived by son, Louis; 
daughters, Kathy, and Dorothy 
Bennett; sister Eleanor Berecz; 
six grandsons; and nine great-grand-
sons. Ms. Pflueger was laid 
to rest in Altamonte Springs. 
Eunice Arline 
Bentz Harris 
'SO was born 
August 4, 1927, 
and died August 
8, 2001, in La 
Jolla, California, 
where she lived 
with her son, Steven F. Harris, and 
granddaughter, Kelsey. Eunice was 
born in East Stanwood, 
Washington. She was widowed 
early in her marriage to Ershel 
Farrel Harris, and worked tire-
lessly to raise and support her 10 
children. She will be remembered 
for her sacrifice and love for 
them. Ms. Harris is survived 
by eight of her children, 26 
grandchildren, and two great-
grandchildren. 
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This photo of the Loma Linda University School of Nursing class qf' 1927 was 
found in the home of Grace Neal Thomas '28. Ms. Thomas luul se-vcral friends 
in that class. 
Norma Page 
Greene '69, was 
born on 
November 6, 




LeRoy Greene. She most recently 
worked as co-director of the elec-
trophysiology department, Kaiser 
Santa Teresa. For more than 20 
years she served as a Sabbath 
School leader, ranging from kinder-
garten to youth divisions. Norma 
passed away on Monday, 
September 10, 2001. She is sur-
vived by her husband, Michael; her 
son, Damon Greene; her daughter, 
Toyia Greene; her grandson, Jalen; 
her mother, Maggie L. Page; and 
her two siblings, Carolyn N. Page 
and Joseph R. Page III. 
Fem Potter 
'69, passed 
away in the fall 
of last year. 
She was born 
in Pierce, 
Arizona, and 
had been a 
teacher for more than 20 years. 
Despite having six hip surgeries, 
two mitral valves, and a pace-
maker, Fern wasn't hesitant to 
live life to the fullest. An article 
featuring Fern and three of her 
friends- Ingrid Johnson, Martha 
Lorenz, and Prudence Ortner-
was printed in the May, 1989, 
issue of Motor Home magazine. 
Together, they bought a new 20-
foot motorhome and embarked 
on a 22,000-mile trip visiting 84 
cities in 3 7 states, including 
Alaska. 
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Loma Linda NURSE is interested in hearing about your life since you graduated from the School of N ursing. 
Here are some of the things we would like to use in our alumni news section, "Near and far." We would like to 
know about your professional achievements, research, awards, graduations, interesting stories, what is happening 
in your career or family life, travel, moves, marriages, and births or deaths. 
Just send or e-mail information to us, and we will write it up for you. If you have been featured in local news-
papers, send us a copy of the clipping. Your story may even become the basis for a feature story. 
If you have a current picture of yourself, we'd appreciate receiving that too. We look forward to hearing from you! 
First name: Last name (including maiden name if applicable): 
Year(s) of LLU graduation; degree(s) received: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Country: 
.________.II~_! .___I _____, 
Home phone: E-mail: 
Spouse's name (including maiden name if applicable): 
Children's names, birthdates, and connection to LLU (if any): 
Here's the latest (attach a separate sheet, if necessary): 
h ttp://www. I I u.ed u/11 u/n u rsi ng/a l u mn i/nearandfar 
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